
SGA Minutes 

12-13-21 

Attendance 

 

 

Pledge of Allegiance 

Opening Statements 

Nathan congratulates Ella Nichols for being accepted to be part of the ASMS 2021-2022 SGA.  

Dinali states the thought of the day, where she encourages students to share the Christmas spirit. 

Parliamentarian – Dinali Jayasena 

The assembly tomorrow will feature Alan Seals who is a meteorologist. There will be a Q&A session 

after the assembly is over. There will be Christmas music playing before the assembly starts.  

Sergeant at Arms – Ava Dowden 

Pi Store had an issue with the fridge, but it has been straightened out. Destiny and Connie volunteer to run 

Pi Store tonight. Ava mentions that she is opening shadow opportunities for Sergeant at Arms. 

Secretary – Elbread Roh 

Elbread met with his committee last week and they discussed the plan for winter term goody bags. They 

also reviewed and finalized a version of the STAP individual meetings form, which will be used to record 

students’ progress with STAP meetings. They plan to review the form with the advisors and turn it in 

before the break.  

Elbread also mentions that he is still opening shadowing positions for anyone who is interested. 

Treasurer – Eugene Min 

Eugene states that new TVs and speakers have been ordered as promised. For the TV, Residential life has 

approved the forms. For the water tower, the purchase is still being discussed. A possibility would be that 

some water towers currently in the Administration building could be moved to girl’s dorm.  
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Nathan asks if there will be water towers for boy’s dorm. Eugene states this will be a later venture. Mr. 

Barry says he will make sure the Leadership team is made sure that there is demand for water towers in 

the boy’s dorm. 

Vice President – Chinonye Alilonu 

On Saturday, there was a movie event where the film “Elf” was screened. On Sunday there was a 

Christmas ornament decoration event, and it was well received. Chinonye met with her committee to talk 

about the pros and cons of Winter Formal and what to prepare for Prom. 

President – Nathan Kim 

This past Saturday, the SGA cleanup occurred. Nathan thanks everyone who volunteered. The new SGA 

storage room is in Newton hall since other rooms were occupied. It will be the room that the SGA will 

use from now on. The garage will no longer be used. Over the course of the year, the contents of the room 

will be organized and recorded.  

Nathan reminds the SGA for T-shirt designs. He asks for a design before the Christmas break is over, and 

there will be a vote which will decide the winning design. 

Eugene asks if there is a current design for the SGA shirts. Nathan states there is no design yet.  

Destiny asks what would occur if no one designed the T-shirt, and Nathan stated his default designs 

would be used. 

The SGA then decides upon the color of a T-shirt.  

Ella tells the SGA that the T-shirts should have an explanation for the abbreviation (instead of ASMS, 

showing Alabama School of Math and Science as a clarification) 

Sponsors 

Mr. Barry gives the SGA a word of thanks for how well the committee has been operating. He expresses 

gratitude for how efficient meetings have been, and how receptive the SGA has been to change. He tells 

the SGA to keep up the good work as the term continues.  

Closing Remarks 

Happy Holidays! 

 


